
Solo dive to take some pictures. Just took off the stage and took the camera instead. Ended up being too light in the
end (tanks were pretty empty).
Solo dive to take some pictures.
Just took off the stage and took the camera instead.
Ended up being too light in the end (tanks were pretty empty).

Dive #219 - Sun 24 Mar 2013 16:40:00

Notes:

Max depth: 19.0 m

AL189 air

Yellow House
Gas used:

Duration: 27:50 min
Tags: SAC: Weights:
shore 17.1ℓ/min 4.9kg

Divemaster: Buddy: Suit: Viz: Rating:
dry, Whites Fusion, Weezle 1 / 5 3 / 5

Fourth dive of the class John followed along, Josh did the class. Line work. Perfect entanglement for Josh when he was
about to put his stage on the line and his reel caught in the other line (at the tire pile).Good dive overall. Brought the
camera. Oddly the batteries in one flash gave out early. Also, camera, stage, all the gear... that was a bit much... John
is slowly doing better.

Fourth dive of the class
John followed along, Josh did the class.
Line work. Perfect entanglement for Josh when he was about to put his stage on the line and his reel caught in the
other line (at the tire pile).Good dive overall.
Brought the camera. Oddly the batteries in one flash gave out early. Also, camera, stage, all the gear... that was a bit
much...John is slowly doing better.

Dive #220 - Mon 25 Mar 2013 9:40:00

Notes:

Max depth: 14.3 m

AL189 EAN37 / AL40 EAN37 / (9/70) / air / (1…

Yellow House
Gas used:

Duration: 35:20 min
Tags: SAC: Weights:
shore 18.3ℓ/min 10.4kg

Divemaster: Buddy: Suit: Viz: Rating:
Don dry, Whites Fusion, Weezle 1 / 5 4 / 5

Dive 5. Simulated deco. Lead Josh and Don down to 114' (Josh was told we were going to 100 and he'd lead the dive
from there; he did well and stopped at 100 - but I swam a bit too fast... trying too hard to overload him...) Then Josh
lead us back. Had the camera and once again the flash was out of battery. No idea what's up with that. But viz sucked,
so not a huge loss.

Dive 5. Simulated deco.
Lead Josh and Don down to 114' (Josh was told we were going to 100 and he'd lead the dive from there; he did well
and stopped at 100 - but I swam a bit too fast... trying too hard to overload him...)
Then Josh lead us back.
Had the camera and once again the flash was out of battery. No idea what's up with that. But viz sucked, so not a
huge loss.

Dive #221 - Mon 25 Mar 2013 10:27:00

Notes:

Max depth: 35 m

AL189 EAN37 / AL40 EAN37 / (9/70) / air / (1…

Yellow House
Gas used:

Duration: 23:20 min
Tags: SAC: Weights:
shore 21.4ℓ/min 10.4kg

Divemaster: Buddy: Suit: Viz: Rating:
Don wetsuit 3-5mm wetsuit 3-5mm 1 / 5 3 / 5

Interesting dive. Initially it was planned that I would go on dive six with Josh and Don. So I didn't fill the twins all the
way to get a higher fHe... but then we talked and Steve wanted to go down to the net and put little flags in the
ground. So we decided that I should go with him and help him navigate. We swam to the southern-most buoy (90° from
the edge of the beach) and then 110°. I navigated and Steve put the flags in. We actually followed Don and Josh at first
and then passed them at 150' and kept going. I was fairly narked at 180' but decided to go a little further and then at
about 190' we could just see the net - so I went all the way there. Cool brand new anchor is entangled in it. By now I'm
pretty narked. But I kept my wits about you, checked the trimix pressure and turned around. Steve was following

Interesting dive. Initially it was planned that I would go on dive six with Josh and Don. So I didn't fill the twins all the
way to get a higher fHe... but then we talked and Steve wanted to go down to the net and put little flags in the
ground. So we decided that I should go with him and help him navigate.
We swam to the southern-most buoy (90° from the edge of the beach) and then 110°. I navigated and Steve put the
flags in. We actually followed Don and Josh at first and then passed them at 150' and kept going. I was fairly narked at
180' but decided to go a little further and then at about 190' we could just see the net - so I went all the way there.C…

Dive #222 - Mon 25 Mar 2013 13:51:00

Notes:

Max depth: 64 m

AL189 (19/19) / AL40 EAN37 / (9/70) / air / (…

Yellow House
Gas used:

Duration: 1:00:00 min
Tags: SAC: Weights:
shore 18.8ℓ/min 10.4kg

Divemaster: Buddy: Suit: Viz: Rating:
Steve dry, Whites Fusion, Weezle 1 / 5 5 / 5


